I. Introduction
In Latin America, the early 2000s marked a democratic renewal with the end of internal conflicts and dictatorships, except in Colombia and Cuba. However, today, almost twenty years later, the basis of democratic regimes-an independent judiciary, free and transparent elections, respect for rule of law and the state-controlled monopoly on violence-is being profoundly undermined in most Latin American countries. This paper examines one cause of this undermining: the takeover of the public sphere by private interests through corruption. This threat is not new; it is even inherent to the existence of democracy.
However, it is useful to gain a better understanding of how this corruption occurs today in Latin American democracies. Indeed, among the various acts which may be described as corrupt, the ones that intend to capture State institutions particularly damage democracy and the fulfillment of the State's obligation to respect and guarantee human rights. This negative impact is reinforced by the considerable levels of impunity surrounding cases of corruption in the region.
But how can this capture through corruption be characterized? How can we move from empirical description to operational characterization? And finally, could human rights help fight State capture through corruption? This paper argues that there is a need to develop the concept of State capture through corruption. It hypothesizes that the prism of inter-American human rights can contribute to a more fully realized description of State capture through corruption and reveal its detrimental impact on the functioning of the State and its population. It also hypothesizes that Latin American States' responsibility to guarantee the free and full exercise of human rights could be triggered where State capture through corruption occurs. In these cases, inter-American case law could contribute to the development of regional standards for States' anti-corruption obligations.
The first section of this paper summarizes the state of play between the United Nations (UN), the inter-American systems of human rights protection and the fight against corruption. In particular, it shows that the anti-corruption consensus was built in isolation from the world and concepts of human rights. Likewise, the UN and inter-American systems of human rights protection have shown considerable timidity in dealing with human rights violations resulting from corruption.
In the second section, the paper develops the concept of State capture through corruption. State capture through corruption is a relatively new and underdeveloped concept and needs to be defined and distinguished from related notions such as regulatory capture, grand corruption and kleptocracy. The concept is further developed by examining the characteristics common to the following three case studies: 1) Nicaragua and the awarding of megaprojects to a Chinese company, 2) Mexico and organized crime in Coahuila and Texas and 3) embezzlement in Guatemala's customs and duty service.
These three examples are emblematic of State capture through corruption in Latin America. Indeed, they illustrate the different groups involved in this kind of corruption-organized crime (Mexican example), a foreign company (Nicaragua example) and top-level State representatives (Guatemala example) -as well as the main methods of corruption (bribes and embezzlement) and give examples of the impact these corrupt acts may have on human rights violations.
In the third and final section of this paper, we show how inter-American human rights case law could help to better describe State capture through corruption and to address its human rights impact by engaging the State's responsibility under international human rights law.
Indeed, there are many academic articles on the question of the negative impact of corruption on human rights, but very few articles deal with issues of hard law and how corrupt acts can engage the responsibility of the State.
We will argue that the duty to prevent human rights violations resulting from the obligation to guarantee to all persons the free and full exercise of the rights and freedoms contained in the American Convention on Human Rights (ACHR) could constitute a basis for engaging the State's responsibility for acts of State capture through corruption.
II. The fight against corruption and the international system for protecting human rights: a slow awakening
While a broad consensus exists today within international governance bodies of the need to fight corruption, this does not translate into powerful, effective international instruments for monitoring cases of corruption, and even less for sanctioning States that fail to vigorously fight corruption. Until 2015, international and regional systems for safeguarding human rights played a purely rhetorical role when it came to countering the negative impact of corruption on human rights.
A. Weak consensus and fragmented international law in the fight against corruption
As a number of academics have shown, the need to fight corruption in the twentieth century was not always self-evident. 1 It is therefore worth noting that at the moment when the two principal treaties on protecting human rights were being negotiated and ratified-the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (CCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR)-the international community perceived the phenomenon of corruption as inevitable and even, in the view of some, as useful.
Thus, in 1968 Samuel Huntington in Political Order in Changing Societies wrote:
"In terms of economic growth, the only thing worse than a society with a rigid, overcentralized, dishonest bureaucracy is one with a rigid, overcentralized, honest bureaucracy. A society which is relatively uncorrupt -a traditional society for instance where traditional norms are still powerful-may find a certain amount of corruption a welcome lubricant easing the path to modernization."
It is only from the 1990s that one can talk of the birth of an anti-corruption consensus. This consensus arose notably from the evolving agenda promoted by the Bretton Woods institutions, which from 1992 placed good governance at the center of development policies and considered corruption as an indicator of poor governance and thus an obstacle to the proper functioning of the economy. Rose-Ackerman 2 explained the emergence of this consensus through the end of the Cold War, which reduced the incentives for more powerful countries to tolerate corruption in their allies, and the transition from a centrally planned economy to market economies, which opened up new opportunities for both licit and illicit profits. Other factors included the 1977 U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA), which criminalized overseas bribery and pressured governments to reduce unfair dealing and firms to re-examine their overseas practices, in addition to accelerating globalization. 3 The founding of Transparency International (TI) and the publication of its corruption perception index, which caused alarm and anger among poorly rated countries is also considered a relevant factor. Finally, the intellectual underpinnings of development policy began to recognize the key role of public institutions, and development economists began to look to the field of political science and sociology and incorporated work on the functioning of institutions into their conceptual frameworks. In doing so development economists began confronting corruption as a particularly obvious pathology. 4
A socioeconomic vision of corruption prevailed in this period and still does. It is no coincidence that Transparency International, the principal civil society organization fighting corruption on a global level, was founded in 1993 by a former executive of the World Bank.
The beginnings of this consensus in the 1990s led to the negotiation and subsequent ratification of various international anti-corruption texts, 5 including two ratified by most Latin 2 ROSE-ACKERMAN, supra note 1 at 6. 3 Gathii also recalls the importance of the non-aligned will in the 1970s to curb multinational corporation bribery within the UN, in a context of discussions on a "New International Economic Order" that was then rejected in particular by the US, but led to the FCPA. James Gathii, The negotiations for these two conventions clearly prioritized a broad consensus on the strength of the obligations. 8 In a nutshell, the conventions deal mostly with the obligation or possibility of a ratifying State to include a certain number of offences as acts of corruption in its criminal code. They set out how cooperation between States operates (particularly through extradition and mutual legal assistance), and they provide options for preventative action and mandatory rules on asset recovery. The mechanisms for verifying that the obligations contained in the conventions are respected are weak and the sanctions for lack of respect nonexistent. 9
In addition to the international conventions, the past fifteen years have seen the emergence of numerous voluntary initiatives, including those issued by international financial institutions, company initiatives-for example, relating to extractive businesses ('publish what you pay')-and also individual sanction mechanisms introduced by countries like the United States. All of this has led to an anti-corruption global governance that is still embryonic and highly fragmented.
B. The slow awakening of human rights

The universal system: The Human Rights Council and treaty bodies
In 2003, at a time when discussions on the United Nations Convention Against Corruption were reaching their final stages, the United Nations Human Rights Commission, superseded by the Human Rights Council, began considering corruption and its impact on the full enjoyment of human rights, notably through a three-year mandate for a Special Rapporteur on corruption and human rights. 10 This was followed by a new Advisory Committee of the Human Rights Council, founded to explore the question of the negative effect of corruption on the enjoyment of human rights. 11 The three key cross-cutting messages contained in the documents produced by these bodies were:
• Corruption is an enormous obstacle to the fulfilment of all human rights-civil, political, economic, social and cultural-as well as the right to development.
• The fundamental principles of human rights of transparency, accountability, nondiscrimination and meaningful participation, when defended and implemented, are the most effective means of fighting corruption.
• There is an urgent need for greater synergy in intergovernmental efforts to implement the United Nations Convention Against Corruption and international conventions on human rights. This demands greater policy consistency and collaboration between the intergovernmental procedures in Vienna, Geneva and New York, and within the UNODC, UNDP, OHCHR and civil society. 12
The most recent document issued in the context of the above-mentioned analysis-the 2015 13 final report of the Advisory Committee on the question of the negative impact of corruption on the enjoyment of human rights-is the most thorough. Even if its title only refers to the negative impacts of corruption on human rights, unlike previous documents it explicitly recognizes that acts of corruption may constitute violations of human rights, thus making the State accountable, and incorporates these into the 'respect, protect, fulfil' framework:
"Corruption in the public sector can occur in government, in administration, in the legislature and in the judiciary. In those contexts, the State is clearly accountable for any violation of human rights resulting from the conduct of persons acting in their public capacity.
The State has a duty to protect against any adverse human rights impacts arising from acts of corruption by non-State actors, including corruption by the private sector. The duty of States to protect against human rights abuses by third parties obliges States to take effective regulatory or other measures to prevent such acts by third parties, to investigate violations that occur, to prosecute the perpetrators as appropriate, and to provide redress for victims."
Boersma 15 provides an exhaustive list of the references made between 1994 and 2012 to the links between corruption and human rights by the different Human Rights thematic or country-based special procedures and the UN treaty bodies monitoring the implementation of human rights conventions. Treaty bodies have referred to the negative impact of corruption on the enjoyment of human rights 131 times, and stressed in their recommendations the importance of combating this scourge. No reference has been made to human rights violations as a result of corruption, but the vocabulary used by these bodies rarely refer to violations and instead describe the negative impacts of corruption and their concerns regarding them.
A more detailed examination of one of the committees which has most often mentioned corruption in its observations, namely the Human Rights Committee (HRC) reveals that, for the HRC, 16 out of the 182 States reviewed between 2007 and 2017, 39 Concluding Observations mention corruption (21%). Of those 39, 32 fall under Article 14 (rights relating to the judiciary). Most of these reviews mention systemic corruption in the judiciary, judges' lack of independence and the appointment, selection, dismissal and promotion procedure within the judiciary. In seven 17 of the 32 reviews, the HRC combines Article 14 with Article 2 of the CCPR. 18 Article 2 has been invoked on its own three times. On two occasions, 19 the Committee used the same formulation in both Concluding Observations: that "general corruption has a negative impact on the full enjoyment of the rights guaranteed in the Covenant". Article 2 was also invoked alone in the review of Macao, China in 2013: the Committee was then concerned about the mandate of the Commission Against Corruption (Macao).
Compared to the UN system, the inter-American system of human rights protection has made very few references to the links between acts of corruption and human rights violations. Prior to 2017, the only mention of this link was to be found in two inter-American Commission of Human Rights (IACHR) reports. 20 The country report on Paraguay 21 and a chapter on the situation in Ecuador in its 2005 annual report both refer to the preamble of the Inter-American Convention Against Corruption and condemn corruption, particularly in the judicial sphere. The Paraguay report devotes an entire chapter to the question of corruption, particularly underlining the link with impunity and the impact of corruption on the fulfilment of social, economic and cultural rights. As we will see in section III of this paper, the inter-American Court of Human rights (IACrtHR) mentions corruption eight times in its rulings but never acknowledges the violation of human rights or an obligation by facts of corruption alone.
There are multiple reasons why universal and regional human rights bodies only slowly and infrequently adopted a position prior to 2015-2017 on the impact of acts of corruption on human rights and why there is still an absence of case law acknowledging the fact that acts of corruption potentially violate human rights.
• Civil society has failed to raise this issue (other than inexpertly) either during examinations by UN committees or during inter-American litigation or in spaces for dialogue with the IACHR.
• Timidity of human rights bodies to speak out about the existence of acts of corruption, when there is no legal judgment at a national level to confirm its existence, that is, other than for judicial corruption.
• Civil society donors and human rights bodies have not seen it as a priority.
• As referred to above, before the end of the 1990s, there was no global consensus to speak of the need to fight corruption.
Since 2017, an awareness seems to have emerged within inter-American and universal human rights systems of the need to take a more systematic account of the impact of corruption on human rights. Since then, the IACHR has made this issue one of its priorities for action and analysis. Thus, the forum of the inter-American system, co-organized with the IACrtHR in December 2017 22 and December 2018, 23 which dealt particularly with the future of the inter-American system, included a panel on the link between corruption and human rights violation. The IACHR also issued two resolutions in 2017 and 2018 dealing with the links between corruption and human rights. The first 24 was in support of the Commission Against Impunity in Guatemala (CICIG Similarly, in 2018, the Center for Civil and Political Rights organized a seminar with leading experts on "Anti-corruption Strategies for UN Human Rights Treaty Bodies, Improving the Human Rights Dimension of the Fight Against Corruption." 26 The principal objective was to provide a forum to discuss further how the issue of corruption, in particular through the lens of victims of corruption, could be taken into consideration by UN human rights treaty bodies. Last, in June 2018, a consultation of experts held in Geneva brought together the IACHR executive secretariat and a range of United Nations experts to discuss "Good Practices on United Nations-system support to States in preventing and fighting against corruption, with a focus on human rights."
Since 2015, and especially 2017, we have clearly reached a turning-point, or at least the point where the UN and OAS human rights institutions and civil society are discussing the issue of how human rights can contribute to the fight against corruption. It is in this context that this paper seeks to develop the notion of state capture through corruption and then to reflect on how inter-American case law might chart the impact of this corruption on human rights.
III. State capture through corruption: developing the concept
The objective of this section is to contribute to the definition of the social sciences concept of State capture through corruption by examining recent examples from Latin America. As this concept is relatively new and little developed, it will first be distinguished from related concepts.
A. Existing concepts and definitions of Grand corruption, kleptocracy and State capture through corruption
International anti-corruption conventions do not give a definition of corruption. What these conventions do contain is a list of offences occasionally included under the explicit umbrella of the concept of corruption. The offences differ between conventions but always include bribery and embezzlement. The precise definition of corruption (even beyond the legal sphere) is subject to much debate. In this paper we do not engage in this debate. We acknowledge the fluidity inherent in the overarching concept of corruption at the international level and use the term corruption in accordance with the basic social science definition where corruption is the abuse of public or entrusted 27 power for private gain. 28 In the academic literature, this definition is often presented together with numerous typologies which lend greater precision. One of the most common is the distinction between grand corruption and petty corruption.
The standard example of petty corruption is the police officer who demands a bribe in return for not imposing a fine. The standard example of grand corruption is the embezzlement of 26 OHCHR | Workshop on preventing and fighting against corruption, https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/CorruptionAndHR/Pages/WorkshopPreventingFightingAgainstCorruption.as px (last visited 3 Nov. 2018). 27 There is a debate, which we will not get into, as to whether it should be 'entrusted power,' thus including possible corruption in private relations, or 'public power.' This article deals here only with cases of corruption involving public agents, thus we hereafter refer to 'public power.' 28 First formulated in 1931 as "Corruption is the misuse of public power for private gain." J.J. Senturia, Encyclopaedia of Social Sciences, Vol. VI 1967.
important amounts of public funds by a high-ranking public official or politician. Most definitions of these two notions base the distinction between grand and petty corruption on the amounts of private gain (i.e. scale) and/or on the public official corrupted (i.e. high level/low level). For example, Rose-Ackerman 29 defines grand corruption as high-level payments to government officials in the procurement process or as embezzling of State funds, and petty corruption as small payments to public officials that citizens hand over in the process of everyday public affairs. 30 Transparency International distinguishes between these two notions in terms of both their scale and impact. 31 The organization finds that grand corruption occurs when "A public official or other person deprives a particular social group or substantial part of the population or a State of a fundamental right; or causes the State or any of its people a loss greater than 100 times the annual minimum subsistence income of its people; as a result of bribery, embezzlement or other corruption offence." This paper argues that this definition of grand corruption is less useful for human rights entities, despite its mention of fundamental rights. State capture is an easier concept to leverage for vindicating rights.
The World Bank developed the concept of State capture at the beginning of the twenty-first century to evaluate the governance of Eastern European countries transitioning from communism. After 2005, it was only used sporadically by the World Bank.
The World Bank defined State capture as firms shaping the formation of the basic rules of the game (i.e. laws, rules, decrees and regulations) through illicit and non-transparent private payments to public officials and politicians 32 to obtain unjustified revenue from the State. 33 The World Bank contrasts this with administrative corruption, which it defines as private payments to public officials to distort the prescribed implementation of official rules and policies. 34 This classification, by distinguishing between State capture and administrative corruption, places the emphasis on the objective of corruption. In the case of State capture, the content of the rules of the game must be influenced, while for administrative corruption the application of those rules is distorted. In this first document, the World Bank equates administrative corruption with petty corruption but it later explained that at the root of this form of corruption is public officials' discretion to grant selective exemptions, to prioritize the delivery of public services, or to discriminate in the application of rules and regulations. As scale is not the distinguishing criterion, administrative corruption seems to us wider than petty corruption. 35 Hellman, Jones and Kauffman, supra note 32 in footnote 3.
power are equally likely to be captured and that the concept of State capture may be included in the wider one of grand corruption. 36
Lastly, the World Bank explains that the definition of State capture is derived from the concept of regulatory capture, already well established in the economics literature: State regulatory agencies are said to be captured when they regulate businesses in accordance with the private interests of those regulated as opposed to the public interest for which they were established. 37 The economist George Stigler is acknowledged as having developed the concept regulatory capture in the field of economics. 38
State capture, as defined by the World Bank, is a broader concept than regulatory capture in that it encompasses the formation of law, rules and decrees by a wider range of State institutions than simply regulatory agencies, i.e., the executive, the legislature and the judiciary. At the same time, it has a narrower definition in that it focuses exclusively on the illicit and non-transparent provision of private benefits to public officials to influence the formation of laws, regulations, decrees and other government policies to their own advantage. 39
When this paper refers to State capture or State capture through corruption, it is referring to the same concept as that defined by the World Bank as State capture. It is important to make this clear as, in addition to the neighboring concept of regulatory capture, Transparency International and civil society often use the concept of State capture as encompassing both State capture through corruption and through other means. Transparency International thus explains in its glossary:
"As such, state capture can broadly be understood as the disproportionate and unregulated influence of interest groups or decision-making processes, where special interest groups manage to bend state laws, policies and regulations through practices such as illicit contributions paid by private interests to political parties and for election campaigns, parliamentary vote-buying, buying of presidential decrees or court judgments, as well as through illegitimate lobbying and revolving door appointments. State capture can also arise from the more subtle close alignment of interests between specific business and political elites through family ties, friendship and the intertwined ownership of economic assets." 40
State capture through corruption must also be distinguished from the notion of kleptocracy. Kleptocracy comes from the Greek klepto meaning to steal and cratie meaning authority. It is used to refer to a political system founded entirely on the corruption of a leader or group of leaders. independent ex-colonies had little if any loyalty to the countries for which they worked, instead prioritizing ties to their tribes or families. 41 […] Fabulous sums were obtained for granting concessions to foreign companies, and fortunes were made from sales of lands belonging to the state," he wrote. More recently, Rose-Ackerman 42 categorized highly corrupt States under four types based on economic analysis and political economics, stressing the differences in opportunities and bargaining power. The nature of corruption depends not only on the organization of government but also on the organization and power of private actors. For Rose-Ackerman, the critical issue is how much bargaining power the government and the private sector have in dealing with one another. The four categories are: 1) kleptocracy, 2) bilateral monopolies, 3) mafia-dominated states and 4) competitive bribery. In short, when speaking of kleptocracy, she refers solely to dictatorships and distinguishes between the strong kleptocrat, who runs a brutal but efficient state limited only by his or her own ability to make credible commitments, and the weak kleptocrat, who runs an intrusive and inefficient State organized to extract bribes from the population and the business community. 43
This paper argues that three elements differentiate the concept of State capture through corruption from the notion of kleptocracy. Firstly, while kleptocracy is used to describe dictatorial regimes, State capture through corruption refers to democratic albeit dysfunctional regimes. Secondly, the notion can also be used when only a structure of the State is captured, which is not the case with a kleptocracy. Thirdly, the notion of kleptocracy focuses more on the leader or leaders who accumulate wealth by plundering the State, while State capture concentrates particularly on third parties who succeed in capturing part of the State. The line between the two notions may however be blurred, and one may imagine a state where many structures are captured by the same kleptocratic elites, thereby becoming a kleptocracy.
A typology that differentiates between the concepts of state capture through corruption and administrative or petty corruption should have a greater presence in social sciences and in debates about corruption and human rights. It seems more useful for human rights analysis than, for example, the typology based on petty and grand corruption. Firstly, because for State capture through corruption, the elements of gravity come not from the importance of the amount of money involved in the corruption or how high in the hierarchy is the person corrupted, but from a precise impact: the capture of a state structure. This also points to one of the possible links between corruption and human rights: the impact corruption has on the functioning of the State and, in some cases on the obligation of the State to guarantee the full and free enjoyment of human rights that belong to citizens. Secondly, the measurement of capture and its description gives a more detailed view of the organization and responsibilities not only for the facts of corruption but also for the capture of the state or a structure of it. Finally, the concept of State capture through corruption is also useful to distinguish between systematic (organized) corruption (which may lead to State capture) and widespread (uncoordinated) corruption. Both have a negative impact on the functioning of the State but this distinction may help refine public policies against those phenomena and accountability strategies.
We 
Case 1: Corruption and forced disappearances in Coahuila, Mexico
Coahuila is one of the five northern Mexican states bordering the United States and, as such, is an important and contested zone for criminal organizations involved in trafficking activities.
In 2008, the Gulf Cartel entered the scene with their armed branch known as the Zetas in order to lay claim to the territory of Coahuila. 44 Soon after the Zetas became a cartel of their own. The Zetas comprised a group of army deserters who had been trained in counterinsurgency tactics for use against the Zapatista uprising. They adopted a strategy designed to eliminate their perceived enemy and display their violence-a method that had not previously been used by criminal groups in Mexico. This method became the hallmark of the Zetas' actions and transformed them into the most violent group in the country. 45 To the Zetas, the enemy was any member of another organized crime group or drug-trafficking group that disputed their territorial control. Anyone could be considered their enemy, including those who did not collaborate with the Zetas' activities and any innocent person whose disappearance could contribute to reinforcing their control. 46 The Zetas' strategy was also to take control of institutions by corrupting municipalities, their police, the government of Coahuila, the security forces and the judiciary. 47 In trials in San Antonio, Austin and Del Rio in Texas, testimonies against members of the Zetas have demonstrated that the whole chain of public forces from the state of Coahuila supported this criminal group in exchange for money. 48 High-level government, security and judicial officials profited from millions of dollars in return for helping or allowing the Zetas to commit their crimes without being prosecuted. Low-level security forces worked for the Zetas, and some formed part of their hierarchy receiving monthly salaries from the cartel. 49 Between 2009 and 2016, 1,886 persons disappeared in Coahuila. 50 Most of the disappearances that occurred between 2009 and 2011 had the same modus operandi: they began with arbitrary detentions by state forces, without any judicial order or warrant, and led to persons being handed to the Zetas and never seen again. 51 Also, between 2009 and 2012, the prison of Piedras Negras became a center of operation for the Zetas, in addition to operating as a detention facility. The Zetas took control of the prison and brought at least 150 people to this facility, where they would dismember the individuals and burn or dissolve them in steel tanks. This could not have happened without cooperation from the authorities. 52
Another emblematic case is referred to as the "Allende Massacre." In March 2011, the Zetas destroyed 30 houses. They abducted between 60 and 300 persons and put them into trucks in broad daylight with the cooperation of the local authorities. 53 The victims never reappeared. government that governed the concession. 56 The legal framework excludes the application of the constitutional and legal guarantees that protect the interests of the Nicaraguan State and its citizens, including in respect to property rights, water concessions and free, prior and informed consent. This framework facilitates massive land grabs by the investor. One clear example of possible violations is the expropriation legislation that would apply to areas chosen by the investor for carrying out any one of the sub-projects. Law 840 explicitly excludes the guarantees contained in the 1976 expropriation law. It denies any right to appeal against the expropriation decision and provides for a derisory level of compensation.
Since 2013, the State has criminalized several leaders opposed to the construction of the interoceanic canal or to the whole concession agreement. Violent repression, criminal charges, arrest warrants and public vilification have been used to delegitimize communities' mobilizations against the canal. 57 The State also intensified the police and military presence in the affected areas, with checkpoints, searches and other measures reinforcing the continual presence of armed government agents. A migration policy was also put in place permitting the expulsion of foreign nationals with any links to the area affected by the concession, whether they were researchers, journalists or human rights campaigners. 58
Since April 2018, following an important demonstration unrelated to the canal project, this same repressive policy has been extended to the entire territory and State violence has dramatically intensified. In three months, 300 demonstrators have been shot dead by soldiers or militias while more than 500 people are arbitrarily detained. 59 Many mark April 2018 as the date when the State of Nicaragua became a dictatorship. 60 Today, the concession agreement to the HKND Group is still valid, even though the canal will probably never be built.
Case 3: Corruption and the diverting of funds in the Línea case in Guatemala
This case relates to a corrupt network that facilitated a multimillion-dollar customs fraud. It led to the 2015 indictment of Guatemala's former Vice-president Roxana Baldetti, former President Otto Pérez Molina and more than 20 other persons for the crimes of passive bribery, conspiracy and customs fraud. An outraged public forced the resignation and indictment of the President and Vice-President of Guatemala after months of demonstrations. Indeed, from April to August 2015, a very diverse population including groups not usually present in demonstrations, ranging from the middle class, working class, families, trade unions, indigenous and active civil society took the streets, angered by the government corruption that 56 was made public through a judicial investigation from the International Commission Against Impunity in Guatemala's (CICIG). 61
In the corruption network, corrupted customs staff would reduce the amount of the tariffs paid by companies calling a special phone number in exchange for bribes. 62 Importers with goods being processed through the fairly long bureaucratic process of customs taxes would be able to use this scheme. The corruption network would offer an express service: a notable decrease in taxes in exchange for a bribe. "The Cola," they called it. The importers had to call a telephone number, "The Linea," to use this service.
The leaders of the network would share the money. Middle and lower management took 39% of the profits, and the high commands, composed by the former president, Otto Pérez Molina, the former vice president, Roxana Baldetti, the private secretary of the Vice Presidency, Juan Carlos Monzón, and the head of the external structure, Estuardo González, took 61% of the profits. 63 The network earned approximately $300,000 every week.
In the indictment of Otto Pérez Molina, the judge stressed that in the Superintendency of Tax Administration (SAT) an internal and an external structure was formed, composed of approximately 50 people whose objective was to monetarily benefit through customs processes by undervaluing merchandise and facilitating the entry of containers. The judge added that the purpose of this structure was to control the SAT and its dependencies, which included technicians, heads of customs, human resources and the Superintendent of Customs, so that the members of the corrupt network obtained a percentage of the money. 64
The judge listed evidence describing an organizational chart of the corrupt network within the SAT, distribution tables for the bribes, a memorandum addressed to former President Otto Pérez Molina, and an intercepted conversation where the former president asked personally to expedite the immediate change of the head of human resources of the SAT. In this latter piece of evidence, the President was constantly referred to as "the one," the "high sir," or the "owner of the hacienda." 65
B. How these examples contribute to the notion of State capture through corruption
The three cases reinforce Hellman's definition of State capture through corruption. They also help articulate additional criteria for identifying certain practices as State capture through corruption. are the Zetas' cartel, the HKND Group and the Guatemalan President and Vice-president and customs staff. The actors constitute organized crime, kleptocratic elites and companies.
Who is behind the capture of the
How was the State capture through corruption effected:
In answer to the question how, one needs to distinguish between the following three elements: the corruption facts, the capture and the link between the first and the second.
Hellman's original definition refers to only one category of corruption-namely illicit and non-transparent payments to public officials and politicians.
The three Latin American examples offer a broader range of acts of corruption. There are the monthly or one-off payments to the police and governor respectively in the Mexican example, and the embezzlement of public funds in the Guatemalan example. In contrast, in the Nicaraguan example, as often happens in corruption cases, there are elements that point to the possible existence of acts of corruption but no proof, and thus, no information on the nature of the possible corruption.
This paper suggests that the definition of State capture through corruption should include the embezzlement of public funds and any other offence mentioned in international anticorruption conventions, in addition to illicit and non-transparent payments to public officials and politicians (as contained in Hellman's original definition).
Besides the acts constituting criminal offences, the existence of a covert, coordinated network is at the heart of the notion of capture; this also distinguishes it from generalized, uncoordinated corruption, which can weaken a State or a public structure (like a prison where most guards are corrupted for their own interest, for example) but is different from capture. However, the original definition does not mention the existence of a network; instead, it refers to illicit and non-transparent private payments (i.e. to the corruption offences) and capture is only characterized by the effect or aim of corruption.
The existence of a covert, coordinated network is an important part of the process of State capture through corruption, and an element that should be added to the prevailing definition. This covert network can, but does not have to be, an element of the corruption offence, i.e. the network may concern only the process of capture.
The Guatemalan case involved a secret network of at least 20 people, each of whom played a part in the embezzlement and the capture. In the Coahuila example, the cartel members judged in Texas have given information on how the coordination between State representatives and the Zeta cartel would function, describing in particular the distribution of bribes and the contribution or inaction of the police during the commission of the crimes. 66
While we have very little information as to how the Nicaraguan case transpired, we do know that the executive power made the main decision to grant the concession and Ortega's son led the negotiation with the HKND Group. A legislative assembly dominated by Orteguists also voted on Law 840, and the Supreme Court rejected all the actions challenging both the law and the concession. In 2016, it seemed that the HKND Group was looking to capture various State structures probably through corruption in favor of the Orteguist, in order to obtain favorable conditions for revenue and control over key territories. In early 2019, 67 it seemed that the Ortega Murillo network(s) had become a dictatorial regime. 68 It is as if, in 2016, we were at the frontier between State capture through corruption and kleptocracy with an operating network functioning well beyond the HKND concession and, now, we are in a clear kleptocracy.
What the corruption is for: The These elements can be used to identify the possible existence of State capture. However, more precise instruments of measurement of this capture or the degree of this capture are needed. Indeed, just as the notion of State capture through corruption has not been much studied by scholars, the question of methodology and criteria for measuring the degree of capture of a structure of a State or the State itself is even more underdeveloped. The World Bank itself recognized the limitations of the business survey method it had used in the early 2000s. 69
Some scholars have presented methods for identifying and measuring State capture through corruption that concentrate on a specific category of captor. 70 For example, Fazekas and Tóth developed an analytical framework for gauging state capture based on microlevel contractual networks in public procurement analyzing the likelihood of corruption occurring in a given tender by screening a wide range of microlevel "red flags" such as a short deadline for submitting bids, only one candidate in a competition, eligibility criteria, change to the bidding conditions, etc. 71 The development of methods for assessing or measuring the capture of a state structure through corruption that focuses on sectoral or captors through a "red flags" approach would be extremely useful to the fight against corruption. Although a more comprehensive assessment such as one put forward by Sarah Chayes, who analyses sophisticated corruption networks that cross sectoral and national boundaries in their drive to maximize returns for their members, also constitute an interesting path forward. 72 As demonstrated in the next section, inter-American case law on this issue could also be useful to describe the processes and its impact on persons and on the human rights obligations of the State.
IV. The role of inter-American litigation in the fight against State capture through corruption
This third section seeks to show how acts of corruption and particularly systematic corruption involving State officials or representatives, which has the effect of diverting the State or a structure of the State away from their primary obligation to guarantee the free and full exercise of human rights can entail the State's responsibility under inter-American human rights law. It begins by describing the current inter-American case law and the position of academia on the link between corruption and human rights. Then, it considers a way forward for the Inter-American Court for Human Rights (IACrtHR) to contribute to the fight against corruption.
A preliminary remark concerning the vocabulary of this section: in the second section of this paper it is suggested that it would be useful for social sciences to further develop the concept of State capture through corruption and the means to measure it. In this third section, the terms corruption or systematic corruption are used, when in fact referring to similar facts that 69 HELLMAN, JONES, AND KAUFMANN, supra note 32 at 3. 70 
A. The current inter-American case law and legal doctrine
A significant proportion of academic studies of corruption and human rights has focused on the fact that corruption has a negative impact on human rights. This has fed into and been supplemented by the positions adopted by the United Nations Human Rights Council.
Scholars have also addressed the need to respect human rights in legal proceedings linked to corruption, anti-corruption policies and the protection of whistle blowers and other anticorruption actors. Some scholars have examined whether a human right to live free from corruption exists, whether acts of corruption can constitute crimes against humanity under the terms of the Rome Statute and whether an international court to try cases of corruption should be created. 73 Instead of focusing on these issues, this section examines the line of inquiry taken by Bacio Terracino and Nash Rojas regarding hard law connections between corruption and human rights.
In Hard law connections between corruption and human rights 74 (centered particularly on the universal human rights system) and in Corrupcion y derechos humanos : una mirada desde la jurisprudencia de la Corte interamericana de derechos humanos 75 (centered on IACrtHR case law), Bacio and Nash, respectively, examine the circumstances in which facts of corruption can constitute direct or indirect violations of human rights and which rights are susceptible to violation. 76 In doing so, they provide concrete examples of acts of corruption capable of violating human rights either directly or as a material factor in the chain of events leading to the violation. In the words of Terracino:
"Corrupt practices may constitute a violation of human rights in and of themselves. As evidenced through several examples, corruption is clearly and directly linked to a violation of human rights when the corrupt act is expressly used as a means to violate the right, or when the corrupt practice in particular examples involving the rights to life, to freedom from torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, to liberty and security, to liberty of movement, to a fair trial, to an effective remedy, to freedom of opinion, expression and information, to freedom of thought, conscience, religion, and belief, to privacy and family life, of the child, to work and to social security, to freedom of association and political participation, of minorities, to food, to water, to adequate housing, to health , to education, to selfdetermination, to equality and non-discrimination. And Nash Rojas concentrates on examples of the rights to life, to personal integrity, to fair trail, access to justice and to effective remedy, to indigenous common property, to self-determination, to equality and non-discrimination.
is an essential factor in the chain of events that eventually violates the human right." 77
The examples used by these two authors relate mostly to administrative or petty corruption, such as in a case where police arrest individuals with the sole purpose of obtaining bribes.
Here corruption is the act that violates the right to liberty and security. 78 Nash also mentions widespread corruption within an institution (e.g., a prison). Both authors then elaborate on the utility of linking corruption and the principle of equality and non-discrimination. For Bacio:
"The utility of linking corruption with the rights to equality and nondiscrimination in the fight against corruption is paramount. Inequality and discrimination are almost a necessary consequence of corruption. Corrupt practices are usually highly secretive and can be extremely difficult to discover and prove. Therefore, if corruption is suspected but unable to be proven, the next best option to hold accountable the perpetrator is to focus on the consequences of the suspected corrupt act and highlight the violation of the right to equality and the right to non-discrimination. While correlating the preferential treatment with the acts of bribery might result impossible to prove, if patients under equal situation are treated differently and such difference in treatment does not have a reasonable and objective justification, there clearly exists a violation of the right to equality and the right to non-discrimination." 79 Nash also emphasizes the link between the phenomena of structural discrimination highlighted by the Inter-American Court in recent years and corruption that is often widespread or systematic in Latin America. 80 For him, these two phenomena are mutually reinforcing and the legal mechanisms used by the Inter-American Court to combat this discrimination on the basis of human rights could highlight a potential human rights basis for the fight against systematic (or generalized) corruption. 81
The Inter-American Court referred to corruption in eight cases but never explicitly considered that facts of corruption constituted by themselves alone are a violation of an obligation or a right derived from the American Convention on Human Rights.
In three cases, the plaintiffs, the Inter-American Court, or both have explicitly denounced corruption, whether in terms of specific acts or in context but without requesting those facts to be considered as the main cause of a human right violation; thus, the Court has not made any decisions about them. 82
In two other cases, the Court explicitly considered corrupt acts or corrupt contexts as part of facts proven that contributed to a human rights violation. right to life and physical integrity of inmates, among other issues, because they were made to live permanently in inhumane and degrading conditions, exposing them to a climate of violence, insecurity, abuse, corruption, distrust and promiscuity. 83 In the case del Pueblo Indígena Kichwa de Sarayaku v. Ecuador, the Court considered that the Republic of Ecuador violated the right to collective property of the Kichwa de Sarayaku people by not conducting a free, ex-ante and informed consultation before starting actions of oil exploration and by delegating the consultation to a petroleum company. When concluding that the consultation was not free, the Court took the following into account: the consultation was delegated 84 to the company without independent monitoring, leaving room for acts of corruption, and thus to the violation of the rights to property and cultural integrity of the indigenous community. 85
The Court has also at least twice ordered the State to investigate facts of corruption. In 2015, the Court issued a wide-ranging resolution related to a request for precautionary measures on the situation of the prison of Curado. 86 It included an order that the State of Brazil diligently investigate the complaints of corruption and arms trafficking on the part of staff and prisoners and inform the Court with respect to this.
In the case Forneron e Hija v. Argentina, concerning the adoption of a girl despite the opposition of her biological father, the Court did not consider whether there was enough proof of the existence of a payment for this adoption and/or of a case of child trafficking. 87 It did, however, request the State explain what it had done to investigate those issues. Following the lack of response from the State when setting the reparation, the Court ordered the State to investigate disciplinarily, administratively or criminally the possible involvement in illegal activities by the different actors intervening in the adoption.
B. Addressing the gap in the legal framework
As mentioned, the hard law link between corruption facts and human rights has not been widely analyzed. The main issue at stake is the question of the causal link between facts of corruption and human rights. We consider that there are at least three ways to make a hard law link between facts of corruption and human rights. The first one was detailed by Bacio 88 and Nash: 89 As already mentioned, they have taken most substantive human rights present respectively in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, in the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and in the ACHR, and have given concrete examples where corruption facts violate human rights i.e. examples of direct and immediate causal link between corruption facts and human rights violations. The second one that we will not address here is: whether corruption facts can be said to breach-in cases of major embezzlement for example-the obligation to fulfill social and economic rights. And a third one explored in this paper: where corruption facts fueled the act(s) that directly violate a right.
This paper argues that in some of these cases, those corruption facts breach the duty to prevent human rights violations and that this could be used to address situations where corruption involves an organized network of State officials or representatives.
In the example of Coahuila, a local state in Mexico, a drug cartel has bribed members of regional public forces and the executive and judiciary powers to tolerate or collaborate in criminal activities. Among these crimes are hundreds of enforced disappearances committed by the police jointly with the drug cartel. In terms of a factual causal link, the acts of corruption described are a condition sine qua non of the State's contribution to the enforced disappearances. However, this is not an element necessary to demonstrate the existence of human rights violations constituting an enforced disappearance. Yet there is a legal loophole-a situation of impunity for corruption facts that are the factual cause of human right violations (here, as serious as enforced disappearances). This gap in the law is rendered more paradoxical because all Latin American States are legally committed to fighting corruption through the ratification of the Inter-American Convention to Combat Corruption and the UN Convention against Corruption. As we will see, the need to fill this gap does not mean that all cases of systematic corruption breach the duty to prevent human rights violations.
The three examples explored in this paper show different causal links between corruption and potential human rights violations. The existence of this loophole or situation of impunity calls for the Inter-American Court of Human Rights to adapt the law to remedy it. The ability of the Court to adapt the scope of States' treaty-based human rights obligations to ensure they protect human rights holders in practice is a well-established principle. 90 As mentioned, the Court referred to corruption in eight cases but never explicitly considered that facts of corruption in and of themselves are a violation of an obligation or a right derived from the American Convention on Human Rights. The Court, however, went one step further in February 2018, when it recognized a scheme of corruption as a proven fact and recalled that States must adopt measures to prevent, punish and eradicate corruption effectively and efficiently. 91 On this occasion, the Court detailed the acts of corruption in the section describing the proven facts-the subject of the Court's legal discussion. 92 The Court explicitly recognized organized corruption's negative impact on the enjoyment of human rights, even if it was not qualified as a breach of a human rights obligation:
"240. In addition, the Court reiterates that these adoptions took place in the context in which institutional weakness and regulatory flexibility facilitated the formation of organized crime networks and structures dedicated to the business of irregular adoptions.
242. The Court recalls that States must adopt measures to prevent, punish and eradicate corruption effectively and efficiently.
[…] The Court highlights that the international adoptions took place within a framework of corruption, in which a set of actors and public and private institutions operated under the mantle of the protection of the best interest of the child, but with the real purpose of obtaining their own enrichment. In this sense, the machinery that was mounted and tolerated around illegal adoptions, which affected particularly poor sectors, had a strong negative impact on the enjoyment of human rights of children and their biological parents." 93
This obiter dictum expresses the Court's willingness to give greater importance to the role of corruption in human rights violations and in particular, to systematic corruption. This obiter could also signal a first step towards recognizing corruption as an operative factor in the breach of the obligation to guarantee human rights as set out in Article 1.1 of the American Convention on Human Rights. This could be done through the duty to prevent human rights violations or even through the recognition of a special obligation to prevent corruption that could negatively impact human rights or cause a human rights violation.
C. Proposal for developing inter-American case law where corruption facts could constitute a breach of the obligation to guarantee human rights
The American Convention on Human Rights, like other human rights, simultaneously establishes individuals' rights and states' obligations. Thus, Article 1.1 of the Convention in its opening chapter on General Obligations provides for States Parties to undertake to respect, without discrimination, the rights and freedoms recognized within the Convention and to guarantee the full and free exercise of these by all people subject to their jurisdiction. 94
Since its first decision, parallel to acknowledging the existence of human rights violations, case law has identified several specific obligations or duties derived from the general obligation to guarantee the full and free exercise of these rights and freedoms recognized within the Convention. It has thereby made the State an active guarantor of human rights by acknowledging, in special circumstances, those duties and their breach. Several authors have tried to systematize the circumstances in which the court has identified such duties. The Court seems to take into account the particular categories of victims and or the seriousness of the violation and or the patterns of violations. One of the effects of those duties is to include a legal analysis on the causes or effects of the human rights violations, such as the absence of public policy, the lack of proper investigation, sanction or of prevention of the human rights violations and its relation to the obligations of the state. The duty to prevent human rights violations is a special obligation, which is derived from the obligation to guarantee and is referred to in the first judgment issued by the Court: 96
"As a consequence of the obligation of guarantee, the States must prevent, investigate and punish any violation of the rights recognized by the Convention and, moreover, if possible attempt to restore the right violated and provide compensation as warranted for damages resulting from the violation. 97 This duty to prevent includes all those means of a legal, political, administrative and cultural nature that promote the protection of human rights and ensure that any violations are considered and treated as illegal acts."
This special obligation to prevent is an obligation of means, and requires States to take "reasonable steps to prevent human rights violations." 98
D. The obligation to prevent human right obligations, the risk created theory and corruption
This section articulates how the Inter-American Court for Human Rights could establish the responsibility of the State to address systematic corruption by proving that facts of corruption are inconsistent with its obligation to prevent human rights violations.
When human rights violations are committed by non-State actors, at one end of the spectrum of State responsibility is the doctrine of complicity; this establishes the direct responsibility of the State for actions of tolerance, acceptance or support of those violations. At the other end of the spectrum is when the State bears indirect responsibility for a breach of the obligation to guarantee, and in particular the specific duty, to prevent human rights violations. To establish the indirect State responsibility, the Court uses the doctrine of foreseeable and avoidable risk. This theory originated in the European system of the protection of human rights and its criteria. As explained by the Court, there are three components that must all be present: 1) the awareness of a situation of real and imminent danger; 2) the danger threatens a specific individual or group of individuals; and 3) reasonable possibilities of preventing or avoiding that danger. 99 In these situations, the Court analyzes both the violation of substantive rights committed by non-State actors and the State's failure to prevent the human rights violation through criteria that establishes the existence of a foreseeable and avoidable risk of the violation.
The Court has also established the responsibility of the State for a breach of its duty to prevent and protect human rights in cases where the State has itself contributed to create the risk of human right violations using the foreseeable and avoidable risk criteria. 100 It is what Victor Abramovitch calls the intermediate theory of the "doctrine of the risk created," 101 where the State has, through public actions, norms, practices or policies, objectively created this risk.
There is a strong analogy with the situation where the State, through the existence of a scheme of corruption within its structures, has created a foreseeable and avoidable risk of a human rights violation. Thus this "doctrine" could be used to establish the State responsibility for breach of its duty to prevent human rights violations in cases of corruption involving authorities, where that corruption has created a foreseeable and avoidable risk of a human right violation.
The analysis of the criteria to establish a breach of the obligation to prevent human rights violations would contribute to the description of facts of corruption and of their link with human rights violations and victims. This is the key issue of the hard law link between corruption facts and human rights violations or breach of obligations: the causal link between them.
Indeed, in situations dealing with a risk of human rights violations, the degree the State contributes in creating or maintaining the risk is a key criterion when evaluating whether the risk was avoidable and foreseeable. 102 Thus this analysis would encompass first proving the existence of corruption (and/or of a corrupted network within the State) that contributes to creating a risk for human rights violations of a specific individual or group of individuals, then the reasonable possibilities of preventing or avoiding that danger (the human rights violation). This type of analysis by the Court would articulate the link between corruption and a specific victim or group of victims of a human rights violation due or partly due to corruption. It would contribute to significantly developing the jurisprudence on what the State must do to prevent networks of corruption that cause human rights violations and to ensure that State structures are organized in keeping with its obligations as it has done for example for gender violence. 103 This paper does not detail what a court ruling could say on what the State should have done to prevent the human rights violation and therefore to prevent the corruption that created a risk for violation. The main point is that through the acknowledgement of State responsibility for a breach of its duty to prevent human rights violations due to corruption, the court would indirectly set standards on this issue.
E. The obligation to prevent corruption
As stated in its obiter dictum by the Inter-American Court for Human Rights in Ramirez Escobar v. Guatemala, States must adopt measures to prevent, punish and eradicate corruption effectively and efficiently. It is the first time an international court acknowledged the existence of this obligation, even if implicitly, within the corpus iuris. This is the first contribution of the Court toward standard setting in the fight against corruption and toward bridging the legal obligation of the Inter-American Convention Against Corruption with the American Convention on Human Rights.
Unfortunately, the Court does not enter into great detail as to the origin of the obligation to adopt measures to prevent, punish and eradicate corruption effectively and efficiently except by mentioning the preamble of the Inter-American Convention against Corruption. That said, the obligation to adopt measures to prevent, punish and eradicate corruption effectively and efficiently could reinforce the imperativeness of the obligation to prevent human rights violations when they are caused or partly due to corruption (that should also have been prevented). At this point, the Court could go further. The obiter dictum of Ramirez Escobar v. Guatemala could also be a first step towards the development of a new duty monitored by the Inter-American System of Human Rights: the duty to prevent corruption that causes human rights violations. This would be another possible bridge between the obligation to prevent human rights violations and the obligation to prevent corruption.
Besides the preamble of the Inter-American Convention Against Corruption, mentioned by the Court, its sources could be the IACC itself with its section on preventive measures against corruption, as well as the preamble and the UN Convention against corruption, the Inter-American Democratic charter (in particular article 4), the UN treaty bodies' observations on the issue of corruption, and some Supreme Court cases that have addressed the issue of the existence of such an obligation. 104
If a duty to prevent corruption that causes or contributes to human rights violations were recognized, the Court would focus on the content of the obligation to prevent corruption-to articulate what a State must or must not do to fulfill its obligation to prevent corruption and whether it has complied with this obligation. As one could not require from the State to prevent all corruption, this obligation would necessary be of means like the obligation to prevent human rights violations.
Whereas in the case of the obligation to prevent human rights violations due or partly due to corruption, the Court would seek to ascertain the existence of corruption as evidence of the creation of a risk of a violation of human rights due or partially due to this corruption. In this case there would be an indirect obligation to prevent corruption as part of the prevention of a risk of a human rights violation.
F. Proving the facts of corruption and giving a description to State capture through corruption
The analysis of the breach of the obligation to prevent human rights violations through the criteria that establish the existence of a foreseeable and avoidable risk of the violation, would encompass the proof of the facts of corruption. As shown in the Ramírez Escobar y otros v.
Guatemala case, the Court can recognize the existence of an organized network of corruption within a State structure or within the State.
The standard of proof in inter-American human rights law is more flexible than in national criminal law. Moreover, the Court has frequently acknowledged the existence of acts which could also constitute a criminal offence, such as torture or enforced disappearance, even in the absence of a domestic legal judgment. The freedom of the Court to act in the absence of a decision of domestic law represents an essential instrument of the Court. It has played a key role in the fight against impunity for serious crimes and human rights violations. For example, as regards crimes committed under Latin American dictatorships, the Court's case law condemning States for those crimes included a narrative about these acts, which made it possible not only to breach the wall of impunity that existed at a national level, but to also advance the search for truth for victims of these crimes.
The rigorous study of the facts, various sources of evidence, access to expertise and the Court's independence could play a key role in addressing State capture through corruption. It would increase the visibility and understanding of the functioning of networks of corruption, and it would help fight against impunity. This potential is demonstrated in the case Ramirez Escobar v. Guatemala, where the testimony of the experts described the process of corruption in the Guatemalan adoption framework.
G. Giving visibility to the victims of corruption through human rights
Inter-American case law could help further define the victims of corruption. The Court considers that the victim or injured party as the possessor of the legally protected interest safeguarded by the right established in the American Convention on Human Rights such as life, liberty, safety, property or integrity. 105 The Court makes a hard law link between facts of corruption and the violation of substantive rights and could demonstrate that corruption is not victimless. When corruption directly violates a human right, the possessor of that right would also be a victim of corruption. Similarly, if the duty to prevent human rights violations is breached because of the existence of a foreseeable and avoidable risk of a violation due or partly due to corruption, the victims of that human rights violation are also victims of corruption. And in both cases, those victims would be identified by the Court. Indeed, the Inter-American Court recognizes by name the victims of the violation of human rights.
The Court's recognition of victims of corruption is important because national legal systems have not translated into legal terms the existence of victims of corruption. This is due both to the difficulties of the analyses of causation in corruption cases and also because historically both in civil and common law criminal systems, bribery offences were conceived as offences against public order where victims had no standing. 106 Today, national judicial proceedings in criminal or civil cases still give very little space to alleged victims of corruption. 107
H. Contributing to setting standards of public policies
The Court maintains a delicate balance between ordering the State to take action (including enacting public policy) pursuant to its international obligations, and the risk of infringing on State sovereignty.
There are two moments when the Court could be called upon to contribute to the content of public policies in the fight against corruption: 1) when establishing the responsibility of the State for its breach of the duty to prevent human rights violations, and 2) through guarantees of non-repetition. This is in addition to the Court being called upon to establish the responsibility of the State for the breach of the duty to prevent human rights violations.
Guarantees of non-repetition are based on Article 63 (1) of the American Convention. Indeed the Court has stated that any breach of an international obligation which has caused damage entails the obligation to make adequate reparation for it 108 and that this provision constitutes one of the fundamental principles of contemporary international law on State responsibility. 109 Among the various reparation measures included in the concept of full reparation is the guarantees of non-repetition which the Court defines as:
"…measures intended to ensure the non-recurrence of human rights violations such as those that occurred in the case examined by the Court. These guarantees are of public scope or impact and, in many cases, resolve structural problems, so that not only the victim in the case benefits but also other groups or members of society. The guarantees of non-repetition can be divided into three groups, according to their nature and purpose, namely: (a) measures to adapt domestic law to the parameters of the Convention; (b) human rights training for public officials, and (c) adoption of other measures to guarantee the nonrepetition of violations." 110
When considering other measures to guarantee the non-repetition of violations, the Court has dictated measures that have a corrective/transformative purpose, 111 often to eradicate structural contexts that allow or facilitate human rights violations. 112 This could be done in cases of breach of the duty to prevent human rights violations due or partly due to corruption. corruption than to make a clean sweep of all elites and replace them with leaders like President Bolsonairo who promise simple solutions to complicated problems. On the other hand, we may be entering an era of new dictatorial regimes but this time resulting, not from military coup but from elected governments who enrich themselves through systematic corruption, then illegally stay in power as in the case of Nicaragua and Venezuela.
